
In 1999, my practice resolves to . . .
Experts fill in the resolution blanks

With the start of every year comes the hope of a fresh start. 
We make resolutions to be better people. But what resolu-
tions should we make for our practices? Experts say practice

resolutions should include everything from becoming computer-liter-
ate to being able to demonstrate you can provide cost-effective, high-
quality care. One source even suggests that practices get back to the
business of practicing medicine and outsource all other functions. By
far, however, the most common resolutions revolve around improving
customer service.

Peter Boland, PhD, a consultant with Boland Healthcare in Berkeley,
CA, says practices must stop paying lip service to customer satisfaction
and get serious about it. “Physicians don’t begin to understand how 
to increase patient satisfaction and develop customer loyalty. This is
important because we have a misguided notion that patients won’t
leave. [In reality,] patients will walk over a $10 increase in their health
care premium.” To start, you have to think of the patient as a customer.
“This is offensive to some, but it is vital; it is a cultural shift you have to
make,” he says. 

Whom should you emulate? Boland suggests dentists, who already do
things like sending birthday cards to clients and providing gift certificates
or coffee vouchers to patients who are kept waiting.
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Practices that dont pay attention to customer service risk losing patients. Your
first resolution should be to care about patient satisfaction and take action to
ensure it remains high. 
That means conducting patient satisfaction surveys  using appropriate ques-
tions  and acting on the results.
You also should resolve to keep up with the business learning youll need for the
next century. Resolve to become computer-literate, at the very least.
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Don Lloyd, former administrator of Murfrees-
boro (TN) Clinic, also says improved customer
service should be the No. 1 goal for practices in
1999. Lloyd, who is writing a book about the
future of health care, says changes are going to
occur in this industry not just because of eco-
nomics but because of consumer demand. 

“I think there is a pervading philosophy —
even if physicians won’t admit it — that care is
physician-centered, not patient-centered,” he
says. “We simply have to learn that care must be
patient-centered. We have to be more respectful
of their needs, wants, and fears. The coming
century is one of accountability. Get ready for 
it, because baby boomers are rising up and
demanding better than they have gotten.”

Accessibility, attention, commitment

Lloyd says there are three things you can 
do to prepare for that future. First, be accessible
by phone and in person. “When a patient calls,
he or she has to be treated like they are impor-
tant and be taken care of expeditiously and
respectfully.”

Secondly, when people come in the door, give
them your full attention, he advises. “Try to
determine what they really want and need that
day and attend to it. Fit it to their schedule, not
your schedule.”

Lastly, ask patients periodically how they are
doing. “The problem is, once you ask, you have
to be committed to making changes. Because if
you ask, there is a danger they will want that
change.”

Meryl Luallin, partner at Sullivan/Luallin, a
San Diego-based health care consultancy, agrees
patient satisfaction surveys are a great way to
determine your strengths and weaknesses. “Make
sure your survey has questions that will identify
operations and performance issues,” she advises.
“A lot of surveys are just too short to be used in
any meaningful way. They are so general you can’t
learn enough to make the necessary changes.”

Along with knowing what patients want,
Luallin suggests you concentrate this year on
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COMING IN FUTURE MONTHS

10 Marketing Resolutions
to Make Now

What should you do in 1999 to make your
marketing year more successful? The fol-

lowing tips were adapted from a list provided by
Professional Management & Marketing of Santa
Rosa, CA, and its vice president, Keith Borglum .

1. Start a lunch-networking program with non-
physician potential referrers such as dentists, 
chiropractors, podiatrists, clergy, psychologists,
teachers, and heads of nursing.

2. Market elective services.

3. Submit information on your recent CME activi-
ties, election to hospital office, or board recertifi-
cation to your local magazines, newspapers, and
chamber of commerce publications. Clip these
media appearances and post them in your office.

4. Take your diplomas from your personal office,
have them nicely and uniformly framed, and hang
them in the reception area where patients can
study them — which they most certainly will.

5. Visit the World Wide Web to research com-
petitors and get ideas. Then create your own
Web page, and put the Web site address on 
your business cards and literature.

6. Put a Macintosh computer and patient educa-
tion CD-ROM in your waiting area for patients.
Advertise this fact in your patient newsletter and
tell the media about it.

7. Make insurance plans your friends. Take an
insurance administrator to lunch and ask for advice.

8. Register with your hospital referral line and
then take the hospital referral line staff to lunch.

9. Write an article for the hospital newsletter.

10. Attend hospital-supported clinics/health fairs.



making staff happy. That also will translate to
higher patient satisfaction. “Happy employees
make happy patients,” she says. “So many people
think that money makes for better performance.
But that’s not true. If staff make a [cost of] living
wage but get appreciation, it goes much further
than a raise.” 

Remember, she adds, that just as physicians
find themselves working harder to make the
same amount of money, so is the rest of your
staff. “Make up the shortfall in recognition. Find
some means of noting achievement through a
pat-on-the-back program.”

Tied to staff and patient satisfaction must be
physician satisfaction. “This is the hardest one,”
Luallin says. “Administrators tend to think that
only money will satisfy physicians. But if there
is no more money, you have to find another
way.” 

She has done some research on this topic and
found that what physicians want most is a “has-
sle-free” work environment. While much of the
increased paperwork they face can’t be elimi-
nated, you can make sure supplies are available
when needed, staff are trained adequately, and
complimentary notes and letters are brought to
the staff’s attention. “Too much these days is
recognition of those who complain. You have 
to start recognizing the positives.” 

Back to business basics

There are other resolutions our experts think
practices should make. Keith Borglum, vice 
president of the Santa Rosa, CA, consulting firm
Professional Management & Marketing, says
many physicians, while knowing plenty about
caring for patients, don’t have as much knowl-
edge about business as does a 1998 high school
graduate. Those doctors need to become adept 
at using word processors and the Internet.

Borglum also suggests practices re-evaluate
their office systems, governance, and provider
compensation methodology in anticipation of
increasing managed care business, reduced 
reimbursement, and increasing overhead.

Lastly, he suggests administrators resolve to
identify the “financial vital signs” of their prac-
tice, track them monthly, and compare them
quarterly with standards in their specialty to
maintain good “practice business health.”

Boland says practices should know more
about the care they provide and the business

they run. A key resolution is to demonstrate 
and document to payers that you provide cost-
effective care. 

“You aren’t delivering quality care just
because you say [so] or because you are board-
certified,” he says. “You need to scientifically be
able to show your results and outcomes. Within
three years, you should be able to how you got
the patient back to work or home better, quicker,
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9 Sentences for Success

Susan Hogeland , CAE, executive director of
the California Academy of Family Physicians,

and her colleague Laura Johnson Morasch ,
MPH, director of medical practice affairs, came
up with an eclectic list of resolutions (see related
story, p. 1) every practice should make:

1. I will reinvest profits in my practice to improve
patient care systems.

2. I will purchase the best equipment for my
office to enhance patient satisfaction and improve
outcomes for those who seek my care.

3. I will work with my office staff and train them
so they may deliver professional, personal ser-
vice to our patients.

4. I will read every contract I sign and be sure to
contact an attorney when I have pressing legal
questions regarding contracts or otherwise.

5. I will increasingly utilize computers and other
emerging technologies to improve office effi-
ciency and enhance patient care.

6. I will check in with my patients regularly to
ensure that all their health care needs are being
met and hear their suggestions for improvement.

7. I will respond to the challenges of the changing
health care environment with supreme dedication to
providing high-quality patient care while remaining
open to new care delivery systems and models.

8. I will seek avenues for involvement in my
medical community and pursue opportunities for
community service.

9. I will challenge my own assumptions about
the things I do and their impact on my patients,
and I will begin analyzing the care I give in terms
of beneficial outcomes. 



and cheaper. If you can’t do that, you’re dead in
the water.”

Finally, he offers perhaps the most radical of all
resolutions: “Outsource everything that isn’t tied
down, and then outsource that. Anything that
doesn’t involve being a physician isn’t what your
critical success is based on — that’s treatment of
patients. You have no business doing the other
stuff you are doing.”

While many may not agree with that assess-
ment, Boland says that is where health care is
moving. To provide the best quality care and
superior customer service, physicians will have
to concentrate on practicing medicine and leave
the rest to someone else.

Ann McFarland, interim chief operating officer
at Baylor-Methodist Primary Care Associates in
Houston, says patient and practice well-being
won’t occur until her resolution is met: to elimi-
nate all adversarial relationships that seem to gov-
ern the health care industry now. Sometimes it is
payers against physicians, she says, sometimes
patients against doctors, sometimes payers against
employers. But always, there is adversity. Her res-
olution is for “employers, payers, patients, and
providers to sit together once and for all to resolve
all of the issues revolving around the delivery of
care. Until we do this, chaos will continue.”

What are your practice’s resolutions for 1999? 
Send us a fax or e-mail telling us your resolution and
why you chose it. We’ll share the results in the spring.
Send e-mail messages to thehubbells@earthlink.net.
Send faxes to (425) 828-9779. ■

The times are a changin’
Especially if a PPMC just bought your practice 

People are generally averse to change. As an
administrator, even if you have fostered dis-

cussions between your practice and a physician
practice management company, you probably are
nervous now that the deal is done. Just how can
you expect your role to change under the new
regime?

We asked some people who know — PPMC
executives and administrators who have been
through the experience — to talk about it. Those
who go in with an attitude that change will be
bad won’t be disappointed, says Gerry Tresslar,
president and chief executive officer of Stratum
Med in Urbana, IL. “It becomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy,” says Tresslar, whose PPMC has 15
practices in four states. “But if you see it as an
opportunity, you will do well.”

Less focus on politics

He bases that statement on his own years as a
practice administrator, his two years running
Stratum, and what his administrator friends have
told him. “As a practice administrator working
for a partnership, you don’t have a lot of secu-
rity,” he explains. “The structure is highly politi-
cal — with factions of old vs. young, highly
compensated vs. less compensated. You will
always be at odds with the major part of your
bosses. That often frustrates your ability to make
good strategic decisions. With a PPMC comes
rationality. You can do what’s in the best interest
of the group without fear of reprisals by some
person or segment of the group who doesn’t like
the decision. There is more of a focus on business,
and less on politics.”

There are other positive aspects for adminis-
trators, as well, says Dale Anderson, FACMPE,
a partner at Anderson Rohr Consulting Group 
in Lakeland, FL. He should know. He was an
administrator for 28 years and presided over
two PPMC takeovers: the Greely Clinic in
Greely, CO, which was the fifth clinic to link
with Nashville-based PhyCor, and most recently
the Watson Clinic in Lakeland, a practice that
also went to PhyCor.
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“I viewed my new role as a primary care
administrator at a practice,” Anderson says. “I do
what I can, but when I need to call on a specialist
with more training in a narrower field, then I can.
The PPMC is a resource.”

Anderson isn’t the only one who describes
PPMCs as a resource for help with issues like
managed care contract negotiation or legal
advice. Bill Sullivan, CMPE, is administrator at
the Quincy (IL) Medical Group, a 75-physician
multispecialty group that is part of Stratum
Med. “When you talk to administrators, they
say what they need most is a network of man-
agement experts, of ideas, and of innovation,”
he says. “If you have a PPMC, you have all 
of that. You have access to intellectual capital
through joint discussions and brainstorming.”

Ron Pierce, president and chief executive 
officer of the Houston-based specialty PPMC
Integrated Orthopaedics, says one of the most
positive changes for administrators is the increase
in career opportunities. “There is a chance to
grow, to create a real career path,” he says. “If
you start with a foundation practice and build a
network, then you need higher-level people.
Now there is a chance for cross-developmental
skills. There is access to expertise in areas you
didn’t have before. You gain in experience.”

One other positive change you can expect, says
Anderson, is for meetings to go more smoothly.
“Whether you are small or large, when you get a

bunch of physicians in a room with one adminis-
trator, you have a lot of temperamental material
and focus on personal issues. You don’t follow an
agenda. With a PPMC, from the first board meet-
ing, because you have a corporate partner with a
50-50 vote between the docs and the corporate
partners, the decision-making and discussion
process take place in a much more businesslike
environment.”

Not all good

This isn’t to say the relationships bring only
sweetness and light. A PPMC relationship sounds
a death knell for some careers (see related story,
above). And there are other irritations — such as
more meetings and reports to write. Sometimes,
Anderson says, your PPMC has a relationship
with a vendor of a certain supply that forces you
to end a long-standing relationship with your
own vendor. “Of course, there are adjustments.
You have to adjust to changing levels of control
and to a national or regional rather than local
agenda.”

There is also a complexity to the new reporting
relationships that takes getting used to, he says.
“There is a bit of split loyalty. The physicians think
you are siding with the PPMC on issues, and the
PPMC thinks you are favoring the docs. Rather
than get caught up in that, though, you just have 
to practice good management skills.” 
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Just how bad can it be?
PPMCs do ruin some careers

We’ll call him John Jones because he doesn’t
want to be named. And let’s imagine he ran a

100-physician multispecialty practice in the Midwest
for 10 years until it was bought out by a practice man-
agement company. Although he was instrumental in
getting the process under way and argued for the
physician practice management company buyout ini-
tially, he is among those for whom the promise of the
new relationship didn’t bear fruit.

His main problem was the sudden decrease in
decision-making power. “I had moved up the leader-
ship chain from a buck private to a general,” he
recalls. But when the PPMC came in, he was
busted back to a battalion commander — still with
responsibility but suddenly required to get approval
for decisions he had long made on his own. 

Another aspect of the job he found difficult was
reporting to people barely half his age with little or
no experience growing a medical practice. “For
those of us who had been content to run an organi-
zation and contribute to the profession through the
MGMA [Medical Group Management Association] or
another association, it’s just not comfortable.”

Jones also says many PPMCs give the impres-
sion there will be a collaborative relationship when a
deal is inked. “I realize that I don’t have the corner
on good ideas, but my experience was that it turned
out to be more a prescriptive than a collaborative
relationship.”

While he doesn’t think PPMCs in general are bad
and says corporate medicine is part of the future,
working with a PPMC is difficult for people like
Jones. “I got into medicine for reasons other than
getting into corporate America,” he says. “I may
have an MBA, but I wanted to have a top-to-bottom
personal effect on an organization. I wanted total
corporate responsibility.” 



Sometimes, administrators are casualties of
PPMC transactions, says Pierce. “But usually it is
the capabilities of the administrator that are the
reason. Sometimes, the very reason they and the
physicians sought out a PPMC is because there
was a noticeable lack of management and admin-
istrative skills.”

Anderson says the whole notion that PPMCs
come in and let talented people go is far from the
truth. In his experience with PhyCor, he has seen
the organization grow from five or six administra-
tors to 60. “What people are hearing are the five or
six who complained loudly when the deals
occurred. And those five or six complained loudly
before the deal and complain loudly after they
leave. That’s just the kind of people they are.”

Here are five tips to help you through the
changing times:

1. Know your strengths. Have faith in your
ability and credibility, Anderson says. “Be confi-
dent, but not cocky.”

2. Know the PPMC. Tresslar suggests that from
the first contact with the PPMC, you should go to
your peers in your market or contact the MGMA
for information from people who have survived a
PPMC purchase. “If Stratum Med were acquired
by PhyCor, I would be calling people I know and
trust at PhyCor practices and asking them what to
expect,” he says.

3. Know your limits. If things occur that you
are not comfortable with, be prepared to make a
decision about your future with the company,
Tresslar advises. Don’t stay in a situation that
makes you miserable. 

4. Buy into the relationship. The physicians
are the owners of the business, and if they have
chosen for whatever reason to affiliate with a
PPMC, Anderson says, you have to work with
that. “You have to buy into it and support it or
not be there.”

5. Think positively. Begin the relationship
with a positive attitude. “It won’t make your life
or job easier,” Anderson says. “It will be more
challenging — more reports, more information
preparation, more meeting time. The job becomes
harder for that chief administrative person. But if
you look at it as a resource for you, and you think
of yourself as a generalist and the PPMC experts
as the specialist, you can start the relationship
from a more positive point.”

In the final analysis, a lot of whether your new
relationship goes well is determined by the atti-
tude you bring. “If you look at it as an added
value, that’s what you’ll get,” says Sullivan.

And don’t worry about losing control, Pierce
says. “The best PPMC relationships should pro-
vide freedom, not shackles — doctors concentrate
on clinical issues, administrators and other man-
agement build a better business. The reality of the
partnership should be that.”  ■

PPMC troubles make 
capital search harder
What a difference a year makes

Remember the good ol’ days, when finding
capital for your practice was as easy as

searching out the nearest physician practice man-
agement company? Now, after a year of turmoil
in the industry, PPMCs are no longer the darlings
of medicine who can provide a practice with the
funds they need to grow and compete in a fast-
changing market.

The financial woes of PPMCs such as FPA in
San Diego and the retreat from group practice
management by MedPartners in Birmingham, AL,
are just two of the more prominent cases. But don’t
write off PPMCs entirely: Consultants and prac-
tices still point to them as a viable option for prac-
tices looking for capital, along with other avenues
that are growing in popularity.

“A lot of physicians I know are rediscovering
IPAs [independent practice associations],” says
Elaine Scheye, president of The Scheye Group
Ltd., a Chicago-based strategic advisor to physi-
cians. “They’ve seen their colleagues down the
street or across town affiliate with PPMCs and
hear all sorts of stories of disenchantment. At last,
as a result of recent turmoil within the PPMC sec-
tor and the attendant publicity, physicians are
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sifting through all of the promises that PPMCs
have offered and are meeting it with a healthy
skepticism.”

Although IPAs traditionally don’t offer the
kinds of management services that PPMCs boast,
they can give physician groups the advantage of
strength in numbers when approaching negotia-
tions with payers. 

Scheye says she has encountered no practices
that report any value-added benefits from affiliat-
ing with a PPMC — especially given the typical
15% of monthly revenue PPMCs charge medical
groups as management fees — although that’s
not to say those practices are not out there. 

PPMCs that stick to managing one specific
medical specialty “are doing a better job and
have the potential to satisfy the physicians affili-
ated with them,” she says. Many of these firms
are developing outcomes data and treatment pro-
tocols, particularly with respect to disease man-
agement for specific groups of patient
populations during a time when payers are
demanding evidence of superior clinical out-
comes and utilization management skills.

Three owners in five years

A case in point of the uncertainty surrounding
the PPMC industry is The Wheaton Clinic, a 20-
physician clinic based in suburban Chicago, and
several sister practices owned by MedPartners.
During the past five years, the clinic has been
through two owners and is about to encounter a
third. Wheaton originally was owned by Aetna
(now Aetna US Healthcare), which sold many of
the physician practices to MedPartners. The
MedPartners announcement in November means
Wheaton Clinic is one of several Chicago-area
practices (representing a total of 270 physicians)
up for sale.

“The one piece of advice I have is, ‘Don’t think
anything is final,’” says Julie Kuehn-Bailey, a
spokeswoman for the MedPartners Chicago
office who also serves as marketing director for
several of the firm’s Chicago-area clinics.

Kuehn-Bailey says the clinics realized some val-
ue from the MedPartners affiliation in two ways.
First, MedPartners was able to bring together a
number of small- to medium-size practices in the
Chicago area and thus provide the strength in
numbers that is so important in managed care con-
tracting. Second, the firm provided employees to
negotiate more favorable managed care contracts
for the collective group of practices.

“But now that they’re spinning us off, I don’t
think it’s a threat to our managed care contracts
or their value,” Kuehn-Bailey says. “They
[MedPartners] are talking about keeping us
together, and our physicians are staying together.
That’s what gives us a competitive advantage in
contracting.”

MedPartners has given its group of Chicago-
area practices two options: Either buy back the
practices (which will not likely happen, given the
expense) or have MedPartners sell them to a local
health system or practice management firm, giv-
ing the physicians with current MedPartners-
owned Chicago clinics a say in selecting the new
owner.

“We’re looking at almost every health system
in the area, entertaining what they have to say 
at this point,” Kuehn-Bailey says. Because the
collective group of practices have a patient base
representing about 25% of the patients in the
community, they are in a fairly enviable posi-
tion. “We recently sold off one of our [affiliated]
practices before the MedPartners announce-
ment, and we had health systems that said, 
‘We know you’re not for sale, but if you ever 
are, let us know.’”

The clinics have received just two telephone
calls from patients about the situation since the
MedPartners announcement, she says.

The result of recent stumbles plaguing the
practice management industry remains to be
seen. One practice manager — who did not wish
to be identified — sums up the feelings of some
practices that have chosen to go the PPMC route:
“I’m not sure who else is out there,” he says.
“Insurance companies tried to own groups and
weren’t successful. Hospitals tried to own groups
and weren’t successful. If PPMCs don’t work,
how will groups get capital? It’s still difficult to
get physicians to retain earnings, especially with
reduced reimbursement. The question is whether
they [PPMCs] can generate enough of a profit
margin to make Wall Street happy.”

Kuehn-Bailey, who has worked for her practice
under three different PPMC owners, says PPMCs
can work in the right situation. “If you’re out there
by yourself, I would have to think it adds value,”
she says. For example, a practice may have an
excellent marketing manager, but may need help
in getting its management information systems up
to date or improving its billing collections. “But if
you’re already a self-sufficient operation, take a
close look at the [PPMC’s] management fee and
what you would be paying.”  ■
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Costs rise, revenue falls
Latest MGMA cost survey shows shortfall

The economy is booming, right? So how come
medical practices continue to feel the pinch?

The attitude among physicians and administrators
around the country that things are tough in the
health care industry is borne out by the results of
the 1998 Medical Group Management Association
(MGMA) cost survey. Based on 1997 data, the
results are telling, if not surprising. Among the key
findings: Operating costs continue to rise, and rev-
enue after operating costs declined for the fifth
time in as many years. Other findings provide
more interesting reading, particularly when fig-
ures from the 1998 survey are compared with
those from the preceding year. For example: 

• While total general operating costs (for
things such as medical/surgical supplies, infor-
mation services, furniture, and equipment) were
fairly stagnant, growing only 0.7% among multi-
specialty practices, total operating costs increased
much more — up 2.5% in 1997 over 1996.

• Employment costs are rising very quickly.
Support staff costs rose a quarter between 1996
and 1997 to $132,744 per full-time physician.

• Benefit costs were kept more in check, declin-
ing 1% to $23,980 per physician in 1997.

• Physicians won’t be surprised to hear that
the cost of professional liability insurance is on
the rise, up 2.7% to $7,303 per physician in 1997.

Better performers?

The MGMA identified 34 practices it labeled
“better-performing.” They met these criteria:

• Financial support for operating costs was
less than $10,000 per physician.

• Revenue after operating costs per physician
exceed $190,000.

• Operating cost per nonsurgical procedure
was less than $30.

For those practices, however, total operating
costs rose more over the year than for the general
multispecialty group population, as did cost per
physician for support staff and benefits costs for
employees. Liability insurance costs among the
better performers jumped by more than 28% to
$10,485 per physician.

Another cost figure worth looking at is the
amount practices spend on marketing. Among
general practices, the figure dropped nearly 1%
to 1,764 in 1997. For better performing practices,
there was a 3.8% increase in promotional spend-
ing to $2,068. 

Both general respondents and those deemed
better performers saw some improvement in their
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Median Operating Cost per Full-time Physician
Selected Data
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$10,485

$273,556
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2.4
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28.6

6.6

Support Staff

Benefit Costs

Total General Operating
Costs

Promotion & Marketing

Professional Liability
Insurance

Total Operating Costs

General Respondents Better -perf orming Practices

Source: Medical Group Management Association Cost Survey: 1998 Report Based on 1997 Data.



accounts receivables (A/R) between 1996 and
1997. In the general population, there was a 5%
decline in the number of months that gross fee-for-
service charges remained in A/R. The drop was
17.4% among better performers; fewer accounts
are in A/R after 120 days for both groups.

Perhaps the most interesting figures — and the
most telling about what the future holds for prac-
tices — are the numbers relating to how much
business comes from capitated contracts. Among

the general responses from multispecialty
groups, capitation made up 13.25% of revenue in
1997, an increase of 22.5% from the previous year.
Better performers saw a 14.2% jump in capitation
over the same period, to 11.25% of revenue.
Among the specialty practices, there is no relief
from this trend: The percentages reflect similar
changes in almost every case reported (see table,
at left).

The MGMA Cost Survey: 1998 Report Based on
1997 Data is available from the association by
calling (303) 799-1111. Cost is $200 for members,
$250 for affiliates, and $300 for nonmembers.

Do you qualify as a “better performing practice?”
We’re looking for better performers to feature as case
studies for future issues of Practice Marketing &
Management. If you want to participate, fax or e-
mail Lisa Hubbell. The fax number is (425) 828-9779.
The e-mail address is thehubbells@earthlink.net.  ■

EDI saves Indiana 
practice time, money
But function still labor-intensive

Although various electronic and automated
claims processing systems have been intro-

duced into the health care industry, the adminis-
trative burden and cost of processing medical
claims continue to rise for many practices, accord-
ing to one Indiana-based group practice that has
converted to electronic claims processing.

“We’re doing everything we can to automate
everything we can,” says Mary Valdez, manager
of patient accounts for the Indianapolis Women’s
Health Partnership (WHP). 

Despite the fact 80% of WHP’s claims are pro-
cessed electronically (compared with the 50% to
60% national average), it still costs this group
practice an average of $7.42 to process each claim,
which the practice still considers expensive. 

“I was alarmed at the lack of sophistication of
the computer systems and the lack of industry
benchmarks in health care compared to banking,”
says Valdez, who worked in the banking industry
before coming to health care. “In banking, I could
move hundreds of millions of dollars in a matter
of minutes. But once I started in patient accounts,
I was amazed to find myself having to send a $10
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% Revenue from Capitation
Selected Data

Type of Practice

Multispecialty

Better-performing 
Multispecialty

Family Practice

Internal Medicine

Pediatrics

Cardiology

1996

10.82

9.85

14.0

8.0

12.0

4.0

1997

13.25

11.25

25.27

3.62

13.13

4.25

Percent
Chang e

22.5

14.2

80.5

-54.8

9.4

6.3

Source: MGMA Cost Survey: 1998 Report Based on 1997 Data.

Compensation flat 
for practice managers

The latest Medical Group Management Asso-
ciation (MGMA)  survey on management com-

pensation shows little growth in salaries for prac-
tice managers. The 1998 Report Based on 1997
Data shows an increase for chief executive officers
of $2,000 to $125,000 (1.6%), while administrators
with seven or more physicians had only a $373
increase to $77,373 (<0.5%). Smaller practices
seemed to give bigger increases to administrators
— in absolute and percentage terms. Salaries for
administrators of groups of six or fewer physicians
rose $1,100 to $57,000 (2%) in 1997.

Other core management positions experienced
increases of 1% to 4% over the year. According to
A. Laurie Foote , CMPE, a consultant with Health-
care Management in West Springfield, MA, and a
member of the MGMA survey advisory committee,
the stagnant figures reflect the falling or flat rev-
enues among practices. Practice Marketing &
Management will have a more in-depth report on
the survey next month. 



claim to an insurance company three times before
it would get paid.” 

The introduction of electronic data interchange
(EDI) has cut two weeks off WHP’s claim payment
cycle. Instead of two and a half months for the
average claim to be paid, it now takes two months. 

Even with EDI, 30% to 35% of all WHP claims
are denied because of alleged errors or missing
information, she says. “This claim rejection rate 
is compounded by the problems WHP’s various
prime payers are having with their EDI systems.
Our EDI system may show a claim has been
accepted by the payer, when in fact it has been
lost or has just disappeared.”

Because electronic claims often make multiple
stops among three or four entities before reaching
the end of their processing ride, it can be “hard to
figure out who is at fault, who didn’t get it, and
where it was lost,” she says. Backtracking is sup-
posed to be a key element of an EDI system, but 
in reality, it takes a lot of work to find the claim.
Historically, researching this problem with payers
often takes a couple of weeks.

‘More quality care for the patient’

As an alternative, WHP has moved to a “real-
time” claim resolution system distributed by
RealMed Corporation of Indianapolis. 

“With a real-time system, before the patient
leaves our office, they are given an automated
accounting of how much their insurance covers
for that visit and how much, if anything, the
patient owes, without filing any paperwork,”
says Valdez. “By taking care of the transaction 
in one setting, with the patient present, and 
not having to reopen the claim file three or four
times, we are starting to move our savings from
processing claims into more quality care for the
patient.”

On a larger scale, Health First, a Melbourne,
FL-based health practice with specialties in cardi-
ology and women’s and children’s services, has
expanded its electronic medical records and
claims management to make them easier for the
ambulatory physicians in its 29 clinics to use.

“This is an active managed care market with
many patients who need both primary and spe-
cialty care,” says Rich Rogers, Health First’s vice
president of information technology and chief
information officer. “We know that to capture and
retain patients, we have to make their experience
with us satisfying. Electronic records are key to
reaching this objective.” For instance, Health First

wants any authorized caregiver in the system to be
able to access patient records whenever a patient
arrives for a visit. “This assures [patients] they’re
being cared for in a close-knit and efficient health
care community, and they avoid the hassle of a
new chart work-up by each provider they see,” 
he says.

Look for built-in coding prompts

Significant improvement in coding by physi-
cians is one of the key benefits Rogers expects the
new system to produce. “One of the keys when
evaluating new software is whether it has built-in
prompts and lists that cover practically every
procedure. This really simplifies the process and
all but eliminates under- and overcoding. In turn,
we bill and receive a reimbursement rate that
reflects the care we’re providing.” 

The evaluation process for picking the new
system took about six months. Health First
picked software called Logician, produced by
MediaLogic of Hillsboro, OR. Logician easily fits
into the organization’s current information tech-
nology infrastructure. “Logician scored well
given that it runs in Windows 95, Windows NT,
and Novell environments and is HL-7 compliant.
Also, being based on Oracle, it meshes well with
our financial and human resources systems,”
Rogers says. 

Another important element in the software
evaluation process is the ability to accommodate
the different needs of the various practice disci-
plines in Health First’s 29 clinics. This meant
finding a product whose screen icons flowed the
way most physicians practice, or one that could
be customized easily to meet specific needs. 

Other items he found important in making the
final choice included the ability to track immu-
nizations, add a module that automates the pre-
scription process, and print patient handout
materials. “These are the kinds of features that
really boost practice efficiency.“ 

Health First also is integrating the software
into its new after-hours call center, which is
designed to serve out-of-town visitors needing 
a primary care physician. Nurses will field calls
from patients, enter their medical information 
in Logician, forward it to the nearest Health 
First clinic, and schedule the next available visit.
“When the patient arrives, the record will already
be there. It’s a way for us to build our business
base and deliver exceptional patient service,” 
he says.  ■
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Checking behind MCOs
can mean extra payments
By Reed Tinsley, CPA
The Horne CPA Group, Houston

How do practices and health care providers
know they are receiving correct reimburse-

ments from their managed care payers? According
to an informal polling of practitioners at a recent
health care conference, more than 50% of partici-
pants indicated that errors have been found with
regard to what the medical practice was con-
tracted to receive as payment and what the man-
aged care company actually paid for the service. 

For example, one practice was contracted to
receive $44 for visit code 99213 from ABC Man-
aged Care Company, but the Explanation of
Benefit (EOB) statement indicated only $38 was
paid. Unfortunately, this type of situation seems
to be occurring with increasing frequency. It
affects not only physician medical practices but
all other health care providers as well, including
hospitals, health care facilities, and other health
care service providers.

Managed care companies do make mistakes,
and it is up to the health care provider to catch
the errors and file an appeal for the additional
reimbursement. Catching reimbursement errors
can be extremely difficult for many providers,
especially smaller service providers, including
one- and two-physician practices. 

Small practices or health care providers often
have neither the time nor the personnel to pay
attention to this type of activity, as important as 
it is. However, a good software system usually can
catch these reimbursement errors. Unfortunately,
most systems in the marketplace today are quite
expensive, and many health care providers have
not sought to acquire them. 

It is difficult to ask a provider to make a large
capital investment in computer software (and
hardware) when most payers are reducing their
reimbursements. One reason we are seeing an
increase in provider affiliations is that providers
together can obtain the capital necessary to
upgrade their informational systems.

At a minimum, a health care provider should
have a manual system to spot-check managed 

care reimbursements. The easiest system is one
whereby a weekly sample of managed care reim-
bursements is reviewed by a designated person. 

Here is a typical process for a manual system. 
It works best for smaller providers but can be
adapted to larger ones as well:

❏ Obtain reimbursement rates for the top 25
revenue-producing CPT codes (or utilized ser-
vices) of the medical practice or health care pro-
vider. Place them in a spreadsheet for easy access.
These should be obtained from the top 10 to 15
managed care plans from which the practice or
provider generates revenues. Each week, take a
sample of reimbursements from these plans (the
provider can decide which ones) and compare the
reimbursement per the EOB to the spreadsheet.

❏ If an error is found, file an appeal immedi-
ately. If errors continue to be consistent for a par-
ticular payer, meet with the payer to discuss why
the mistakes are occurring and how they can be
corrected.

A manual program of this type can be cumber-
some, so each practice or health care provider will
have to decide how to implement such a system. 
A provider could create a computer database in
which the contracted reimbursements for a spe-
cific managed care payer are preloaded and EOB-
approved amounts are entered into the system
manually. The database then could make a com-
parison and detect payment errors.

Effective detection system needed

The main point to be made, and one you must
keep in mind, is that managed care payers are
making reimbursement mistakes, and health care
providers everywhere must have a way to detect
these errors to get paid correctly. If left unde-
tected, significant revenues could be lost.

As mentioned, most systems in place today
cannot compare managed care reimbursements
and detect payment errors. Most cannot even
tell a health care provider what a payer reim-
burses for a particular service. That is because
most software systems used by medical prac-
tices and health care providers today were built
for a fee-for-service environment. 

Unfortunately, these software systems have
not adapted themselves to a managed care envi-
ronment. As managed care continues its growth
throughout the country, the level of operational
sophistication needed increases, and these sys-
tems just cannot provide the critical information
needed to succeed in this type of environment.
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The manual system, whether or not it can be
computerized, will be insufficient over the long
haul; the burdens are often too great. Therefore,
health care providers everywhere should begin
evaluating their current informational systems
and define what they need both now and in the
future as managed care continues to penetrate 
the marketplace. 

Realize this process is an investment in the
office, practice, or facility, and not just another
piece of overhead. To be successful, health care
providers and their managers must understand
the long-term benefits of investing (i.e. spending
money) in new informational systems.

Reed Tinsley, CPA, is shareholder in charge of Horne
CPA Group’s Houston office and an editorial advisory
board member of Practice Marketing & Manage-
ment. He can be reached at (713) 975-1000.  ■

Integrated Orthopaedics
changes course

Integrated Orthopaedics Inc., the American Stock
Exchange-listed specialty practice management

company in Houston, has decided to unbundle 
its services, offering practices a choice of just how
involved they want the company to be.

Ron Pierce, president and chief executive offi-
cer, says PMC models don’t allow for statewide
and regional market variability. Integrated man-
ages practices in five states. “Our goal isn’t going
to be to buy businesses but to provide the services
that will allow the practice to grow,” he says. “We
will acquire practices only if appropriate. But if
they don’t want to sign a long-term agreement, we
can do an affiliation model where we manage and
provide services for a fee. And if they don’t want
our management but they want to build ancillary
services, we will co-own those. Or if they want
consulting on specific issues, we will do that.”

Pierce says Integrated can then have a broader
appeal to a larger percentage of the orthopedics
market — especially to practices that need ser-
vices but aren’t comfortable with one structure.
“Historically, physicians had trouble just buying
what they need rather than all a company can 
do. Now they have that choice.”  ■
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